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from its several burnt layers, in order to date the burnings of the hill
fort more precisely. The excavations were carried out by the University
of Tartu.
In all, three trial pits were made – two on the eastern rampart (trial
pits A and B) and one (trial pit C) in the moat separating the fort and the
synchronous settlement site east of it (Fig.1). The locations of the trial pits
the rampart were also numbered according to the system of the former
TRIAL PIT A
In order to reveal the 3 m wide part of the southern pro
old excavation plot was removed by a small backhoe in
the numeration of the previous excavations, quadrates
was measured conterminously south of the trench of the
Fig. 1. The location of the trial
pits A, B and C in Rõuge
hill fort. The excavation
plots of the 1950s are
marked in grey.
Jn 1. Proovikaevandite A, B ja
C asukoht Rõuge linnusel.
1950. aastate kaevandid on
märgitud halliga.
Drawing / Joonis: Anti Lillak
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from north to south was 1.1 m. After removing the burnt
layer IV, the measures of the excavation plot was reduced
to 3 × 1.1 m (Fig. 2).
The upper part of the eastern rampart was partly dis
turbed (mostly 30–40 cm, in some places even 70–80 cm
The rampart had been a popular place for the Midsum
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Fig. 2. The trial pit A after the
excavations. View from
the north.
Jn 2. Proovikaevand A pärast
kaevamist. Vaade põhjast.
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak

Fig. 3. Burnt layer IV.
The charred logs A, B and
C (from left to right) and
a pit next to them. View
from the south.
Jn 3. IV põlengukiht.
Söestunud palgid A, B
ja C (vasakult paremale)
ning nende kõrval asuv
sissekaeve. Vaade lõunast.
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak

Fig. 4. Birch bark covering the
burnt layer III. View from
the north-east.
Jn 4. III põlengukihti kattev
kasetoht. Vaade kirdest.
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak
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All of the burnt layers (I–V; burnt layer VI was missing from that
part of the rampart) were separated from each other by yellow gravelly
sand that formed the body of the rampart. In some places the yellow sand
western end of layer V was smoothly next to the upper part of the burnt
layer IV, so it was impossible to observe any sharp gap between them.
The burnt layer IV (similarly to layers V and VI) was situated more
east than layers I–III. It was rather thick, reaching up to 50 cm in the
easternmost part of the trial pit. It contained four charred logs (named
of the logs varied in a range of 10–20 cm, their length in the trial pit was
ger. The logs were removed entirely (except the parts that reached out
of the borders of the excavation area) for charcoal analysis. On one end of

mained untouched.
Next to the westernmost log (A) an oval pit was revealed (Fig. 3).
Its measures were 65 cm from north to south and 35 cm from east
to west. The pit was presumably about 54 cm deep (its bottom reached about
110 cm from the modern ground level). The origin and function of the pit
remain unclear – it may have been made already in the prehistoric times
after the formation of the burnt layer IV (charcoal layer was missing on
the pit), but its 20th century origin also cannot be excluded. The pit did
of a glazed pottery was found in its vicinity.
Compared to the layer IV, layers I–III were relatively thin, only
25–30 cm in maximum. They also contained a lot of charcoal and some
bigger fragments of logs, but as the slopes of the original rampart stages
fell to the east, the burnt layers diminished gradually, having less than
1 cm in thickness. The upper part of the burnt layer III was only 20 cm
deep from the modern ground level. Burnt layer II included a fragment
of a quite large charred log, with a diameter up to 40–45 cm. Most of the
timber had been removed from the rampart during the excavations in the
of the log was taken up for radiocarbon analysis.
A common feature for burnt layers I–III was that they all were covered
by a single or double layer of unburnt birch bark (Fig. 4). The bark must have
been placed only after the cooling of the burnt charcoal, otherwise it would
thicker part of the burnt layers; at places, where the burnt layers diminished
very thin, it was absent. The purpose of covering layers I–III with the birch
bark is unclear. The bark covers were absent on the burnt layers IV–VI.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit A

Grey sandy humus layer under the rampart
Burnt layer I
Burnt layer I, birch bark
Burnt layer II
Burnt layer II, birch bark
Burnt layer III
Burnt layer III, birch bark

1758 ± 48
1281 ± 55
1301 ± 55
1223 ± 55
1299 ± 55
1298 ± 55
1349 ± 55

Calibrated
result (95.4%) /
Kalibreeritud
tulemus
135–390 AD
655–874 AD
645–870 AD
668–945 AD
646–870 AD
646–870 AD
581–798 AD

8.
9.
10.
11.

Trial pit A
Trial pit A
Trial pit B
Trial pit B

Burnt layer IV, log A
Burnt layer V
Burnt layer V
Burnt layer VI

1215 ± 55
1235 ± 60
1242 ± 60
1352 ± 60

673–952 AD
661–945 AD
660–937 AD
567–807 AD

No. / Location /
Nr
Asukoht

Layer /
Kiht

Age /
Vanus

0

1

4

2

5

1 cm

No. of the
sample /
Proovi nr

Tln-3145
Tln-3146
Tln-3147
Tln-3148

Tln-3138
Tln-3139
Tln-3140
Tln-3141
Tln-3142
Tln-3143
Tln-3144

Table 1. Radiocarbon dates from
the eastern rampart of the
hill fort Rõuge.
Tabel 1. Radiosüsiniku analüüsid
Rõuge linnuse idavallist.

3

6

7

ern
only about 50 cm high and covered a light grey sandy
humus layer, 10–15 cm thick. The latter contained
small pieces of charcoal, that were collected for radi
ocarbon analysis. Under the grey natural sand, light
yellow natural soil with no traces of disturbance was
revealed. Nowadays the height of the rampart is about
the prehistoric times, when the hill fort was still in ac
tive use, the rampart was probably somewhat higher.

Fig. 5. Finds from Rõuge hill fort
and from the moat.
1, 2 – fragments of
crucibles
3 – a fragment of a spindle
whorl
4 – bronze plaque
5, 6 – fragments of
hand-made ceramics
with dipped ornament
7 – a fragment of handmade ceramics with line
ornament.
Jn 5. Leiud Rõuge linnamäelt
ja vallikraavist.
1, 2 – tiiglikatked
3 – värtnakedra katke
4 – pronksneet
5, 6 – lohkornamendiga
käsikeraamika killud
7 – joonornamendiga
käsikeraamika kild.
(TÜ 1696: 138, 393, 155, 605, 142,
268, 390.)
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak

from the upper layers of the rampart. Under the burnt layer IV there
were only single sherds of ceramics – they were almost absent in
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Fig. 6. Finds from Rõuge hill fort
and from the moat.
1
1–3 – fragments of wheelthrown pottery
4–9 – fragments of a handmade ceramics.
4
Jn 6. Leiud Rõuge linnamäelt
ja vallikraavist.
1–3 – kedrakeraamika
katkend
4–9 – käsitsikeraamika
katkend.
(TÜ 1696: 588, 665, 548, 1, 770, 39,
33, 157, 102.)
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak
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1 cm

the burnt layer II a fragment of a whetstone was found. The mixed soil,
quite a large amount of ceramics (Fig. 5: 5) and even a fragment of a
crucible (Fig. 5: 1).
A 14
layers in the rampart give quite equable results, ranging between the end
of the 6th century to the middle of the 10th century (see Table 1: 2–11).
In general, it seems that the burnt layers I–III formed during a period
(a couple of dates diverge from this generalization). It is noteworthy,
that the burnt layers IV and V have very close dates from the third
quarter of the 7th century to the middle of the 10th century. This also
enables us to suggest that the layers IV and V may have been formed at
the same time.
TRIAL PIT B
Trial pit B was made 5 m east of trial pit A (Fig. 7). Its main purpose
was to reach the burnt layers V and VI, the latter being absent in trial
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Fig. 7. Trial pit B. Burnt layers
VI in the middle of the
profile and V in the
bottom. View from the
west.
Jn 7. Proovikaevand B.
VI põlengukiht profiili
keskel, V põlengukiht
allääres. Vaade läänest.
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak

Fig. 8. Trial pit C in the moat.
View from the west.
Jn 8. Proovikaevand C vallikraavis. Vaade läänest.
Photo / Foto: Anti Lillak
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the prehistoric layers were revealed only 20–80 cm south from their
supposed location. Therefore the measures of the pit grew 1.8 m from north
to south, but from east to west, it remained 1 m wide. Trial pit B was about
1 m deep, because in that depth the burnt layer V was found. It consisted
a lot of charcoal, a 14
(see Table 1: 10). The result matches well with the result of the burnt layer
V from the trial pit A, indicating that the layer was formed between the
third quarter of the 7th century and the middle of the 10th century.
The burnt layer VI was separated from the layer V by two or three yel
was rather thin (up to 10 cm) and it contained a small amount of charcoal
particles. The 14
century (Table 1: 11), i.e. an earlier date than for layer V.
(Fig. 6: 8), but also a fragment of a spindle whorl made of white limestone
(Fig. 5: 3) should be mentioned. In total, 28 stone spindle whorls have been

as indicated by the partly hubbly surface.
TRIAL PIT C
In addition to collecting the charcoal samples from the rampart of the hill
fort, a 2 × 1 m trial pit was made in the bottom of the moat. The east–
west directional pit was situated 21 m east of pit A and 15 m of pit B,
the original moat had been.
An approximately 1.4 m thick cultural layer covered the original
bottom of the moat (Fig. 8). The homogeneous, evidently eroded soil was
very dark, almost blackish grey in colour. The lowest 20 cm of the dark
cultural layer was mixed with dark yellow moraine gravel. The original
moat bottom was about 4.8 m below from the top of the rampart.
The cultural layer contained numerous fragments of pottery (about

The pottery fragments were mostly quite small and did not have any orna
mentation. In addition, a simple square bronze plaque (Fig. 5: 4), probably
from a belt, and two assumed crucible fragments (Fig. 5: 2) were found.
CONCLUSIONS
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of radiocarbon analysis, it seems that the plateau of the hill fort was taken
into use already in the Roman Iron Age, as indicated by the pieces of charcoal

of the fort was probably not yet separated from the territory of the
settlement site by the rampart then, but the precise character of the hill
northern
and southern slopes).
small in size. Although the dates of the burnt layers I–III theoretically
three separate burnings have taken place, because after the formation

remarkably. The burnt layers IV and possibly V are the remains of this
with eroded cultural layer). The destruction of these defensive structures
took place in a period from the 7th century to the 10th century.

nature since the beginning of the 11th century (Poska et al.
century) did not match with the rest of the dates and is therefore quite
unlikely. The 14
fort have been evidently destroyed by erosion.
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Tartu Ülikool korraldas 2008. aasta suvel väikese
Tööde peamine eesmärk oli koguda dateeringuteks

aastatel läbikaevatud pinnast, kust saadi samuti
Vallialusest hallist kihist saadud söetükkide
14

ala kasutusele, ehkki esialgsetest kaitseehitistest
Ka üksikud
alt üles lugedes I–VI.
keraamikakillud viitavad linnuse varasele kasu
segatud 30–40 cm, kohati 70–80 cm ulatuses ilmselt

14

kolmas veerand (paar dateeringut kalduvad üldi

eelmisele kaevandile püüti siin esmalt eemaldada
Palkidest vahetult läänes avastati sissekaeve, mille täp

sest sissekaeve kohal puudus söelade.

ti söeproovid, tulid nähtavale 1 m sügavusel; edasi
tunud palgi ots. Tukke esines peamiselt omaaegse
aeg sobib hästi kokku kaevandist A saadud datee

pKr – osutus V kihist varasemaks.
teadmata.

liivakihti. Viimase puhul oli tegemist algse loodus
liku huumusekihiga, mis sisaldas väikesi söetükke.
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loogia andmed viitavad linnuse kasutusele veel 11.
sa
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erosiooni toimel hävinud. Leidudest saadi proovi
kaevandist B peale vähese koguse käsikeraamika
veel kivist värtnakedra (arvatavasti tooriku) katke
neerisid suhteliselt väikesed käsikeraamika katke,
paiknes linnust asulakohast eraldavas vallikraavis.
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